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 Witness
 BACK IN THE OLD BLACK MASK

 William Brandon

 I WAS IN NEW YORK off and on in the early 1930s, when I was a kid trying to write, and during that time got to know Joseph T.
 Shaw, editor of the pulp magazine Black Mask. Shaw liked to talk
 about writing, the actual problems and technique of the actual
 business of writing, and he liked to talk seriously about these
 things, and nothing could have interested me more. I was intensely
 serious in an intensely naive way that must have been somewhat
 comical. But Shaw was just as earnest back at me.

 "Some of these guys will tell you it's all a trick," he said,
 speaking of pulp writers. "Don't believe them. The finest literature
 in America today can be published in rough paper just as well as
 anywhere else."

 He preferred to say "rough paper"?"rough paypah" in his
 mid-Atlantic accent?rather than "pulp."

 Black Mask wanted action, naturally, as did any right-thinking
 pulp, but what Shaw wanted most of all was style.

 "Don't impose action or pace or anything else on the material,"
 Shaw would say. "It's the material that shapes the page. Just let it
 shape the page with style."

 There was a lot of talk in those days about objective writing.
 Dashiell Hammett's The Glass Key, serialized in Black Mask along
 about 1930, was the model of the genre. Maxwell Perkins wrote
 several years later that Thomas Wolfe told him in 1934 or 1935 that
 he wanted to write a "completely objective" book, and Perkins
 agreed that if he could write such an objective book within a year or
 so it might be worth trying, but of course he couldn't. Wolfe was
 thinking of objectivity as a response to critics who said he could
 only write autobiographically, but I have no idea why so many
 other writers were interested in "pure" objectivity at the same time.

 When I was fifteen or sixteen and first trying seriously to write I
 used to talk to an old family friend who was a writer, Harry Lynch,
 and what we talked about was, frequently, objective writing. That
 was in Kokomo, Indiana, a long way from Thomas Wolfe or
 Maxwell Perkins or Joe Shaw.
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 Objectivity was part of what Shaw meant by style?a clean page,
 a clean line, an uncluttered phrase. I remember him showing me a
 couple of lines in a manuscript of Raymond Chandler's, some
 thing such as, "I looked into the fire and smoked a cigarette. Then I

 went to bed." This was the key line of the story, Shaw said. In those
 few minutes watching the fire the protagonist thought the prob
 lem through and reached his tough decision. You weren't told that
 but you knew it. The line was clean, the effect was subtle but
 strong. Objective writing was good hard prose as against the
 spongy prose of subjectivity.

 "But don't try to write a Black Mask story," Shaw would say.
 "Just write the right page to tell your own story, whatever it is."
 He didn't buy my stories but he introduced me to Fanny Ells

 worth across the hall, a pretty and witty and red-haired young
 woman who edited Ranch Romances ("Love Stories of the Real
 West"), and Fanny started buying?at rare intervals?western sto
 ries I wrote in what I thought was a humorous vein. Shaw also sent
 a piece of mine over to Kenneth Littauer, fiction editor of Collier's,
 who wrote a note about it that I framed and kept for years hanging
 on the wall?I framed beside it a note received at the same time
 from Martha Foley, editor of Story.

 Shaw was usually known as Captain Joseph T. Shaw. I had the
 impression he had been for some years in the Army of Occupation
 in Germany following the first World War. He was interested in
 sports and we sometimes talked about track. I was a ten-second

 man in those days, then regarded as good high school time. Nowa
 days it wouldn't bear little old ladies in hip boots. Someone said
 Captain Shaw had been a bayonet instructor in World War One; I
 remember too an impression that he had been an Olympic contest
 ant in sabres. Maybe my memory is wrong on that. I don't even
 know if sabres were an Olympic event. But I seem to remember
 something about sabres.

 He was stocky and erect and as I recall rather gray, with a clipped
 gray mustache. He had a tic of washing his hands every few
 minutes in the little washroom adjoining his office.

 He often spoke of the pace and "action" desired in Black Mask
 stories but never of the supposed toughness of the hard boiled
 Black Mask school that later became famous. I don't remember
 him ever using the term hard boiled, or the notion by any other
 name unless objective could be considered part of it. He did tell me
 one day of driving in to the office that morning from wherever it
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 was in Suburbia he lived and being involved in a near accident
 with another driver. He couldn't hear what the other driver said
 but it was obvious from his expression and his "mouthwork" that
 it was something couched in strenuous language. His point with
 the incident was that you didn't need to hear the strong words to
 get their effect?the manner, the scared and angry eyes, the wild
 braking, the shrieking tires, all spoke more clearly than words.

 His examples of good writing and good writers were always
 drawn I believe from Black Mask but the one point he made most
 emphatically, and over and over, was a warning against trying to
 write this or that "kind" of work, especially with the idea in mind
 of profit. Don't impose anything on the material. It's the page that
 should be in your mind, not the check. A letter from Hammett,
 Shaw said one day, had included the line, "I can make a better wall
 with the same bricks now than I could make a year ago." Hammett
 had already become a screen writer by that time and his work in the
 printed word was concluded, although neither he nor anyone else
 yet knew that. Shaw was much taken by the image of the wall and
 referred to it again and again. "It's the wall itself that counts for the
 writer," he said, "not what it closes in or out?that's for the critics
 to mull over. The writer's business is just making the best wall he
 can."

 These conversations so earnest and naive?I suppose he may
 have realized it was the kind of talk I wanted to hear?were very
 similar to the conversations in previous years with Harry Lynch in
 Kokomo. Harry was an advertising man, newspaper columnist,
 and occasional author of magazine stories, mostly I think for a
 Street and Smith pulp entitled Clues. But we talked as if the Nobel
 Prize was in the mail. "If you find you can do something success
 fully," Harry said, "for heaven's sake don't keep on doing it. That's
 the way to get money and probably recognition but it's the surest

 way to turn your work sterile. When you find you can do some
 thing successfully, then go to something else that's harder. When
 you sell a story to the Saturday Evening Post for seven hundred
 dollars don't sit down and try to do something else for them?try to
 do something instead they couldn't possibly take. Work for your
 self and your own ideas, not for any magazine or publisher and
 their ideas."
 One of the young would-be writers who came to Harry for in

 formation and advice was Warren Huddlestone, several years older
 than I was, and very literary. He had published some pieces in New
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 Masses. Harry called Hud the Author. Hud valued Harry's guid
 ance, especially in certain technical respects, such as Harry's con
 stant exhortation to use wide margins, but he smiled at the idea of
 always trying something new. Hud wanted to write like T. S. Strib
 ling of The Store and if he could get to writing like T. S. Stribling
 of The Store he wanted to keep on writing like T. S. Stribling of
 The Store forever.

 I think Hud was embarrassed at our pretentiousness, when
 Harry and I analyzed pulp stories, talking with such seriousness of
 objectivity. Hud didn't give a damn about objectivity anyway. He
 wanted to write about things that were real. However he had a pal
 in Chicago, where he had lived for a couple of years, named
 Kantor, whose work he greatly admired, and who wrote gangster
 stories, chiefly (I think) for the Munsey magazine Detective Fiction

 Weekly, where later I sold some of my first stories.
 Hud was in New York for a while at the time I was acquainted

 with Joe Shaw but I never took him around to Shaw's office.
 Whenever my money ran out in New York I usually got a job

 washing dishes in a restaurant or something such. I worked at
 various times in Wil-low Cafeterias uptown on Broadway and
 downtown in the Village, and in a Bickford's Cafeteria in Brook
 lyn, on the edge of Prospect Park. But little by little I got to selling a
 few more stories, to F. Orlin Tremaine at Clues or to other maga
 zines at Street and Smith such as Top-Notch or Cow boy Stories, to
 Fanny Ellsworth at Ranch Romances, to Charlie Ingerman at
 Detective Fiction Weekly, I was about twenty years old and felt as
 strong as a hickory fence, and I decided to hell with regular meals,
 it was time to find out if I could make a living writing. So for three
 or four months, while I found out, I averaged three meals a week,
 my weight went from a hundred and fifty to a hundred and twenty,
 and to walk downtown from where I was living I had to stop at
 every second or third bench on the Central Park side of Fifth
 Avenue to drum up enough strength to get to the next second or
 third bench.

 I was living at 2 East 78th Street, an old brownstone mansion
 due for demolition where the caretaker was discreetly and illegally
 renting rooms. The rent was a pittance and even more important
 to me the caretaker, a motherly old woman who lived in Brooklyn,
 extended limitless credit. It was a very classy address for starving
 times. The richest girl in the world, Doris Duke, lived just across
 the street. We would come out of our respective doors in the
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 morning like characters in an Elmer Rice play and she would go
 about her richkid business while I would start hunting cigarette
 butts in the gutter. I smoked a pipe in those days and kept a
 pocketful of shredded cigarette-butt tobacco.

 I got my three meals a week by dropping in at carefully calcu
 lated dinner times at my uncle's in the Bronx or to visit a girlhood
 friend of my mother's who lived at the Plaza, or at my cousin

 Thelma's. Thelma, at that time in her thirties, worked as the
 private secretary for Edwin Balmer, editor of Redbook magazine.
 She lived with her mother and a Wirehair Terrier named Heather

 belle on 84th Street between Park and Lexington. Her boss, besides
 being an editor, was a would-be playwright and Thelma some
 times got me cottage labor typing the innumerable drafts of his
 plays, the only actual income I received during that time.

 I hocked everything hockable except my typewriter, stole typing
 paper from Thelma's office, and most of the time did not have, very
 literally, two cents for a stamp, should I have decided to surrender
 and write home for money.

 Probably both Fanny Ellsworth and Joe Shaw thought I was
 going through some sort of mental breakdown, which of course
 was true in a sense. Sometimes Shaw would offer me a cigar,
 perhaps a surrogate gesture for offering money. And yet our talk
 became more aesthetic and intellectual than ever. "The idea rules
 the page!" Captain Shaw would say with fervor. "The page rules
 the work!" ("Don't let some mistaken vision of success lead your
 page astray," Harry had said.) "A clean hard line!" Shaw would
 say. "A hard clear statement!"

 I was inspired, and as the eatless days shuttered past I wrote
 reams of pages that became increasingly delirious. Throughout
 many days I would never leave my room, where the type
 writer clattered away hour after hour seemingly of its own volition.
 Once or twice a week I staggered out trying to peddle these weird
 concoctions, with uniformly negative results.

 I don't remember that I thought much about food except in the
 mornings at the prospect of missing breakfast or when I happened
 to go past the Longchamps on Madison Avenue just above 78th
 which for some reason?I'd never been in it?became an all but
 unbearable exemplification of glorious feasting. The restaurant I
 most often went to when I got a little money for typing Mr. Balmer's
 manuscripts was a Spaghetti-Beef-Beans joint on Sixth Avenue,
 behind the Public Library, where you could get a sort of plate
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 lunch for something like fifteen cents. Most of the typing money
 went for payments on my rent, that reached war debt proportions.

 Once, though, accompanied by a friend from Kokomo, an art
 student named Gene von Comer, I spent a leftover two-bits or so at
 Clara's, a little hole in the wall cafe on Lexington, with unexpected
 and fortunate results. I had gone into Clara's now and then in more
 prosperous times, usually with Gene, usually as we were on our
 way to or from the Innisfail Ballroom, an Irish Dance hall on
 Third Avenue. Clara was possibly a great cook but we were too
 innocent to realize it. She make a kind of soup or stew she call
 gulyas, served with huge chunks of dark dense bread whacked from
 a loaf the size of a kayak (or so it seemed), and she made flaky
 Viennese pastries stuffed with fruit or jam that were internation
 ally famous up and down her block on Lexington, but she had also
 learned to make American pies that were so light they floated like
 little angels to the cracked and chipped and worn counter. This
 time Gene and I ordered pie with my leftover two-bits or so and
 Clara gave us a long candid look and said, "No, you get soup." I
 said, "No, we want pie." She said, "You get soup."

 Clara's temper was also famous, so we took soup. Anyway it was
 not only delicious soup but would no doubt sustain life by itself.
 When we finished she said, "Listen, you want credit you two? Up
 to five dollars, but listen just soup and bread, no nockerl, no
 Strudel, no pie! Okay?"
 We certainly said okay. Clara was a strapping young woman,

 Austrian or maybe Hungarian, with an extraordinarily frank way
 of looking at Gene, who was tall and blond but had an air of not
 being able to find his way to the toilet by himself. Women wanted
 to take him home and protect him. Thereafter I had soup and
 bread at Clara's about once a week, this gradually substituting for
 the weekly Sunday dinner at my uncle's in the Bronx which, as I
 grew weaker, became too far to get to unless I had two nickels for
 the subway there and back.
 Another credit rating sprang out of nowhere at about that same

 time, connected in my memory too with Gene von Comer. One day
 a girl stopped me in the hall, I realized in a vague way she was one
 of the neighbors there in my secret rooming house, and said, "You
 stay in your room all day, do you eat in your room? " I said oh sure.
 She said then I should patronize the bakery where she worked, the
 French bakery around the corner on Madison. She said, "Since I
 know you, I can get them to give you credit." I went with her on the
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 spot to her job and came back with a chocolate cake of many layers
 and a sensible intention to nibble at it gingerly to keep from
 getting sick but before I could tear into the first nibble in my room I
 heard Gene's galloping stride thundering down the hall and hast
 ily hid the cake in a bureau drawer, thinking that bastard isn't as
 broke as I am he doesn't deserve any of my chocolate cake. Gene got
 a regular allowance from home every month, but it was always
 gone before the month was past.
 He came in and went into his customary sob story about how he

 was suffering. The more obvious it became that I was trying an
 experiment in genuine starvation?and by then I was looking
 noticeably skeletal?the more Gene rhapsodized on his own suffer
 ing. He took off his shoes to show the gaping holes in the toes of his
 socks, claiming he could put on his socks from either end. But
 suddenly he beat on his head with his fist and said, "I must be
 finally going nuts, I keep thinking I smell chocolate cake."

 I gave up and took out the damned cake and Gene ate two-thirds
 of it and we both wound up feeling sick.

 Oddly enough, though, my most vivid memories of that time are
 not concerned with food.

 At some sort of gathering (maybe one of the writers' congresses
 of those days) someone pointed out a nondescript little guy as a
 genuine immortal, the author of

 As I was going up the stair
 I met a man who wasn't there
 etc.

 I remember the sense of thrill of that instant, the world opening
 like a flower, and at the center of it, as clear as a Botticelli hanging
 on the wall, a young woman in the crowd, an older young woman,
 maybe as old as twenty-five or so, her face floating as serene and
 pleased and alive as a swan among the 1930s hats and hairdos. I
 never saw her again but I have never forgotten her and the moment
 she symbolized, surely not even a steak could have been more
 memorable.

 Warren Huddlestone was in New York for a while during that
 time, and MacKinlay Kantor, his pal from Chicago. Kantor had
 published a novel based on the battle of Gettysburg, Long Re
 member, a successful book and a good book, still one of the best
 Civil War novels of the century. Huddlestone was in it as a chorus
 character, his name even spelled with the final e, and drawn from
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 life (or was this so, really? I remember it as such), tall and thin,
 quiet and gentle. At a place in the Village (Maxwell Bodenheim
 was present, someone said, but all the locals present looked like
 Bodenheim) Kantor was introduced to Thomas Wolfe, then at the
 right hand of God (or vice-versa). Wolfe said with gigantic genial
 ity, "What do you do, Kantor? " "Oh, I write," Kantor said. "What
 do you do?" Was I really there? But I remember so sharply the
 crimped smiles all around. Wolfe was said to have a large ego. (But
 was there ever a famous writer not said?by other writers?to have
 a large ego?)

 One of my cousin Thelma's friends from "the office" was Lil
 lian Kastendike, the Redbook fiction editor, a youngish light
 haired woman with opinions that often seemed to me civilized
 since they often coincided with my own?I remember her giving a
 blow by blow description of the battle (successful) to buy a piece by

 William Saroyan. Redbook ran a laundered version of Dashiell
 Hammett's The Thin Man before its publication in book form?
 do I remember Miss Kastendike talking of the lines they had cut?
 (Nora Charles asking Nick Charles if he hadn't gotten an erection

 when wrestling with the sexy Mimi?Nick: "Oh, a little." But
 Knopf made much of this line in advertising the book; maybe I
 only remember the ads.)

 Miss Kastendike and Mr. Balmer too were glad to talk to me
 about writing, but stuck to strictly hard headed commonsense
 points. This line or this page isn't clear, this effect here is surely not
 what you want, these twenty pages can be cut to ten. I recall one
 suggestion Balmer made: try to keep surprising the reader as you
 go along. These comments, with the reader always in mind, con
 trasted with Joe Shaw's talk of "the page," the "idea is all"?the
 author's desire, in effect, ruling the work. A fundamental differ
 ence in point of view, shared also by Harry Lynch. Could they
 merely have been tempering the wind to the shorn lamb, feeling
 this was what I needed to hear?

 Balmer was large and imposing and talked like a machine gun. I
 never sold him anything but he took an honest interest in my work
 and when a few years later some of my stuff began appearing in the
 big magazines of the epoch would cheer me on ("I see you hit the
 Post a good lick?hit 'em again!").

 Nor were the veritable dreams of my starving time concerned
 with food. They were wild and more disjointed than even dreams
 should be, but the subject solely eroticism, as a rule starring a girl
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 from the Innisfail Ballroom. Her name was Anne Gregory, al
 though I'm not sure now if that was really her name or if Yeats's
 poem sneaked in and took her over. ("I can get a hair-dye/... That
 young men in despair/May love me for myself alone/And not my
 yellow hair.") My Innisfail girl had coal black hair and violet eyes
 and was a lissom as music. Maybe it was A. E. Coppard's short
 story "Dusky Ruth" that came into my mind with her. In my
 chaotic dreams she and I and Clara danced or drowned or mimed
 phantasmagorical sex in Clara's cafe while Clara's husband, an old
 Turk, kept on impassively playing cards with his cronies at a
 corner table, as in fact he did. All sex, no nockerl no Strudel not
 even any pie. Literature though, it will be noticed.

 How comical they must have been, my solemn discussions with
 Joe Shaw about good writing, the clean beauty of objectivity, the
 sedulous avoidance of what seemed to us in our pious literary
 underclass the wrong "success." In all the history of any kind of
 writing could there ever have been a more consummate example
 than mine of a starveling tyro achieving spectacular nonsuccess in
 the lowest levels of hackdom?

 I think that toward the end I was all but incapable of uttering a
 coherent phrase. Shaw remained kind and patient; a time or two he
 made a rather embarrassed overture in the direction of "Is your
 health okay, Bill? You don't need a doctor?" which I waved airily
 away with something about a temporary little problem, my cousin
 was seeing to it.

 In fact my cousin did put an end to my temporary little problem
 of starvation by going with her mother to Boston for a week and
 asking me to stay in her apartment during that time as a compan
 ion for Heatherbelle, and the apartment kitchen was crammed

 with every variety of Gristede's best groceries.
 And at the same moment the real finish of the starving time

 came with a check for fifty dollars from Fanny Ellsworth for a
 Ranch Romance. I cashed the check instantly at the bank around
 the corner on Madison?with a certain amount of difficulty, in
 cluding a phone call to Fanny by the bank manager as to my
 identity and probable sobriety and possible respectability?and

 went to lunch at the Longchamps across the street as if such were
 my blase everyday wont.

 Joe Shaw left Black Mask in (I think) 1936. Fanny took over the
 editorship, in addition to running Ranch Romances. The first
 piece I sold to Black Mask was accepted just at this changeover.
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 I never understood why Shaw departed but always assumed he
 had been forced out. The previous Black Mask editor, Phil Cody,
 had become the \ice president of the publishing company that
 owned Black Mask and Ranch Romances (and Field and Stream),
 and I acquired a hazy supposition, based on no evidence at all, that
 Shaw and Cody may have had differences. Was Shaw seeming to
 become a bit highbrow, urging not only a clean objective line but
 "plausibility?" Possible. Traditional pulp "action" called for the
 protagonist's Police Positive spitting fire every page or so and
 bodies falling like spring rain. Even the illustrations?Shaw called
 them "end pieces"?that Shaw liked were of a certain elegance and

 were meant to excite the imagination rather than a surface emo
 tion. But traditionally the pulps left nothing to the imagination,
 and the cruder the emotion the better. I think Shaw would have
 argued for hard and cruel emotion too but I think he felt it was
 better effected by clean and plausible and objective subtlety. Or
 perhaps he had simply committed too often the sin of not keeping
 his eye on the reader. Or, since this is all guesswork on my part,
 perhaps none of it is correct.

 Shaw later tried setting up as a literary agent. I was his first (and
 possibly his only) client. He wrote a great many long and encour
 aging and, I thought, interesting letters. I don't remember now if
 they stuck to the theme of his conversations in the Black Mask
 office but I doubt it. I have a dim memory of lengthy letters dealing
 with publishers and publications.

 Some twenty or thirty years afterward I gave all this corre
 spondence to the late Professor Philip Durham, then UCLA's man
 in popular American literature (his Ph.D. dissertation had been
 entitled "The Hard Boiled Hero and the Dead Pan Technique").
 Phil turned the Shaw letters over to the UCLA Library and eventu
 ally acquired for the library, from Shaw's widow, the nearly com
 plete run of Black Mask under Shaw's editorship. The UCLA
 Library celebrated this with an exposition on "The Boys in the
 Black Mask." I was the only boy from the Black Mask, weak reed
 though I was, they could scare up for the kickoff luncheon, in
 the course of which academic bigwigs pronounced encomia on
 Joseph T. Shaw and I thought how strange were the ways of
 literary renown.
 They seemed still stranger a few years ago at dinner in a Cam

 bridge college when one of the dons, a Lecturer in modern litera
 ture, said he understood I had been a contributor to Black Mask but
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 surely that was impossible? I gave him a few days later a copy of a
 Black Mask anthology just being published that included a piece
 of mine; he said in something like genuine wonder it was like
 meeting someone from The Yellow Book, and had I known Cap
 tain Shaw? I admitted I had seen Joe Shaw plain and had taken

 with the utmost seriousness (as I still did) our absurd discussions
 and so I thought had he, but I certainly had not expected them to
 find their way to a Cantabrigian high table. "As Porphyry might
 have put it," said the don, most donnishly, "you can't tell the
 Plotinuses without a very long look."
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